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From the Best-Selling learning to read series, Bob Books, comesÂ Sight Words: First GradeSight

words are common words that appear again and again in your children's reading material. Knowing

these words "by sight" is essential for reading fluency. Bob Books Sight Words - First Grade

gradually adds more complexity as your beginning reader acquires 30 new sight words. It is a great

companion book to Bob Books Sight Words - Kindergarten.Â   Consistent short vowels in one

syllable words of three, four or five letters, mean children can sound out (decode) the story.They

learn three new sight words per book.  While words and stories in Sight Words First Grade are

slightly longer and more complex than Sight Words Kindergarten, they are still suitable for a

beginning reader.Â   Inside the box you'll find:Â  - 10 easy-to-read, hilarious small books, 12 pages

each.Â  - Slightly longer and more complex stories.Â  - All stories told in one syllable, three-, four-

and five-letter words, plus sight words.Â  - Consistent short vowels mean easy decoding in the rest

of the story.Â  - Three new sight words introduced in each book.Â  - Context clues and illustrations

give sight word hints.Â  - 30 two-sided, sight words flash cards..
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2 months into kindergarten, the teacher called a conference with my wife and I. Suggested that our

son repeat Kindergarten due to his frustration and lack of attention in learning his ABC's. So we



were determined to teach him his ABC's, reading, and have him enter 1st grade with his peers. We

purchased Set 1, 2, and sight words.Now fast forward 2 months after the Bob's books, my son is

reading!!! And his teacher sent home a lengthy note about how ecstatic they were in his reading.

They even called him a super reader!You must be patient because these books are "boring" to a

NORMAL reader, however, to a kid that is just beginning to understand how to sound letters, and

put them in to words â€“ they are an absolute MUST. He gets very excited with each book he

finishes, and we let him put marbles in his reward jar. Full jar equals cool reward.Each set contains

12 books (I think), and they are short reads â€“ 7 or 8 pages. Very little distractions. WE ARE

SOOOO HAPPY WITH THIS PURCHASE!

There are a lot of so-called "early reader" books out there that are completely inappropriate for

actual early readers: They are loaded with too many words that are not easily decodable. The Step

Into Reading books with Disney characters on the front are a perfect example. The Bob Books are

really written for the early reader. This series introduces three new sight words per book, and the

words are repeated throughout the story. The remaining words are mostly

consonant-vowel-consonant, CCVC or CVCC words that follow basic decoding rules. There are a

few words here and there that are a little trickier but are easily inferred from context and pictures.

The stories are short, there is not too much print on the pages, and stories are clever and engaging.

The flash cards are a nice addition. These Bob books, along with Meet the Sight Words, the Biscuit

Phonics Box Set and Nora Gaydos's Now I'm Reading, Playful Pals Level 1 are the best books to

give to the child who has learned a few sight words and can decode CVC words and is ready to

apply those skills to books.

The Bob Books are a series of boxed sets designed to help develop skills at different levels and

complexities. They are designed to grow with a child as their skills in reading improve. There are 10

books in this specific boxed set:Mat HidHopThe JetWho?As Big AsMilkShe Did ItFrog SatThe

TripSun Sets30 Flash Cards of the 30 sights words:a , as, can, did, do, down, fly, get, go, goes,

had, has, home, in, is, jump, look, not, off, on, over, ran, saw, she, some, they, to, was, went,

whoThe tools combined in this box set are a real aide in helping a child grow and develop their

reading skills. The focused repetitions between the flash cards, and the same words being a big

focus in the books, is a well designed and planned tool.

The Bob Books are a series of boxed sets designed to help develop skills at different levels and



complexities. They are designed to grow with a child as their skills in reading improve. This is the

second set we have given our oldest daughter and she loves them.There are 10 books in this

specific boxed set:PlumsLittle BugPrettyThe SledWhat Is that?Come InThe Old TruckPlay BallDress

UpBefore and After30 Flash Cards of the 30 sights words:are, good, now, ate, he, little, pretty, said,

she, will, with, you, my, that, what, come, into, under, make, new, like, play, bring, small, old,

find,before, then, long, afterThe tools combined in this box set are a real aide in helping a child grow

and develop their reading skills. The focused repetitions between the flash cards and the same

words being a big focus in the books is a well designed and planned tool. One of the things I like

best is that in the front cover of each book is a list of the site words focused on in that book, and a

parenting tip for helping the child to acquire the new words. This is a great series and with each new

one I appreciate them more.

I bought this series along with the other five: Series One: Beginning Readers through Series Five:

Complex Words. The trouble is, I didn't open this to see where it "fit" in with respect to the series.

So, we did Series 1 through 5 first, and then this one. The result was that this was way too easy for

my child. Once you have finished Series Five you are effectively way beyond the level of this series.

I would recommend inserting it after Series 1 or perhaps Series 2. If you go beyond those, you

probably are past the point of needing this set. I have not purchased the Sight Words First Grade

edition so I unfortunately cannot comment on where it fits in with the others.All in all, though, I felt

like the books were very nice. I wish I had used them earlier. Having used all five sets plus this set

for my child, I can heartily recommend the BOB series of books. I tried other small book series, The

Reading Lesson, and just random books to teach my children, and this is by far the most effective

and enjoyable method we have used thus far. I think you will be very pleased if you purchase these.
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